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Switch

Width 3” Depth 4.8” Height 2.85”
1.3 lbs. (without 9V battery)
9-18 Volts DC (via battery or external power)
30 mA
2.1 mm, Center Negative (FX Standard)
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Boost
Two levels of boost
Tunable phase shift filter

BOOST

Boost

2Boost gives you two levels of adjustable clean boost, plus a phase shift filter that works
as a powerful tone modifier.
Two Levels of Boost From unity to 14 dB of gain. When red BOOST LED is off,
level is controlled by the VOLUME knob. When it's on, level is controlled by the BOOST
knob. The phase shift filter can be applied to both VOLUME and BOOST or BOOST
alone. The COLOR and TUNE settings can provide additional loudness or volume cut.
Phase Shift Filter The phase section is an extremely powerful tone shaping tool. It
consists of 4 stages of static (not modulated) phase shift. TUNE sets the amount of shift and
COLOR controls the intensity with Positive or Negative polarity, depending on the
direction it’s turned.

Ways You Can Use 2Boost
- Establish three selectable volume levels. You have your bypass level, the level you set
with the VOLUME knob, and the level you set with the BOOST knob.
- At the start of your signal chain as an always-on buffer. Use the BOOST to drive your
pedals or your amp harder.
- Use the phase shift filter for special effects or to make your leads stand out in the mix.
FOR MORE 2BOOST INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.FOXROXELECTRONICS.COM

FEATURES
VOLUME: Sets the volume level when the pedal is engaged without BOOST activated.
Minimum setting is Unity Gain. At maximum, there is 14 dB of clean boost.
BOOST: Sets the volume level when the pedal is engaged and BOOST is activated (red
LED is on). Minimum setting is Unity Gain. At maximum, there is 14 dB of clean boost.
TUNE: This determines the degree of phase shift created by the phase shift filter. Rotate
clockwise to sweep from low to high frequencies.
COLOR: Sets the amount of coloration added by the phase shift filter. Counter-clockwise
mixes it with negative polarity for a filtered sound. Clockwise mixes it with positive
polarity for a phased sound. Set at center detent (12:00) for no coloration.
ALWAYS ON/BOOST ONLY: Phase shift filter settings TUNE and COLOR are normally
applied to BOOST. This switch allows you to apply those settings to VOLUME as well.
BOOST SWITCH: Momentary foot switch toggles BOOST on and off. Indicated with
red LED.
WARRANTY: Foxrox warranties this pedal for 5 years against failure. Parts and labor are
covered. Warranty does not include damage due to improper voltage, extreme abuse and
unauthorized modifications. For repair help, email service@foxroxelectronics.com.

